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I chose two poems to be joint winners rather than ranking

them... Calling My Father by Name for the finely muted
style with which—"without missing a beat"—it performs its
elegiac task, moving gracefully between sharp description, a
shadow of narrative, and emotionally expressive evocation.
It is a model of discretion, yet its depths of feeling are never
in doubt. The death of fathers is, as we know from Hamlet,
a common theme. But "Calling My Father by Name"
renews it and makes it unusual for the brief span of the
poem's three stanzas, letting us share in its singular,
authentic grief.

Using language in this tactful, civil, yet sensuous way to
share a private version of some universal condition seems to
me one of the things that strong, successful poems do. But a
poem can also be a more mysterious use of language—more
opaque, more variously textured, spoken (or sung) from a
more enigmatic and elusive space. I chose The Alphabet of
Singing as a richly achieved example of this other kind of
poem. Resisting rational paraphrase or narrative
explication, it seems to utter itself from the centre of a rapt
consciousness, making its own kind of lyrical sense.
Luminously unusual images and the unaffected authority of
a speaking voice combine to create an experience in
which—for the duration of the poem—it's impossible to
separate the emotional motive of the whole thing from the
language which renders it, which brings it to memorable,
slightly haunting life in our minds.

While I don't know if Yeats would approve of my choices,
I might add that part of the reason he himself remains as
great as we continue to find him is his profound mastery in
both these zones of poetic discourse.

I chose four Honorable Mentions because in each a
particular experience finds its way adequately into language
which amplifies— without inflating—its meanings. So the
Irish Woman Washing ("before the mirror of a cement
toilet in a trailer park in Doolin") becomes for a moment all
women caught in the illusionless contemplation of their
own bodies; so the hectic speaker of Valentine's Day
Concert at the Hayden Planetarium is driven from the
surface normality of a musical performance to the exotic
borders of desire itself, "the orange groves of Languedoc":
"Ground dissolves, my bones hollow: I fly, hunger-sparked
as a hawk;" and so, too, the meticulous attention given to an
18th Century painting becomes, in Women Singing in the

Deep Sea, a lavish act of imaginative projection,
immersing us in a world of almost impossible plentitude
and freedom until "It could be/that this far from shore,
singing/is life—the way even the smallest dream//finds life,
and breath, in the strange/flesh of words."  ...a fiendishly
adept comic ballad on a literary theme —entitled
Finnegan's Wok—was a singular delight. Rhythmically
buoyant, with a deftness of wordplay and rhyme and an
allusive sophistication that wouldn't shame Derek Mahon, it
remains in my mind as a shining example of "light verse."
That it celebrates the other grandfather of all Irish
scribblers—who "could sing with the grace of Bach/The
Sino-Gaelic of Finnegan's Wok"—seems not only apt, but
an additional spice in this very nourishing Yeatsian stew.

This unexpectedly large group of poems was
distinguished, I'd say, by its generally high quality. In a
great many poems I found moments of real pleasure, details
that would jolt me with surprise or startle me with the
sudden illumination of a freshly turned phrase or a curiously
angled insight. For the most part, too, they were serious in
theme and intention, while formally they rang competent
changes on the various possibilities of free verse. 

My thanks to all of the competitors and congratulations to
the winners and those who earned their honorable mentions.

Calling My Father by Name
 by Edwina Trentham

Home for your funeral I wake
before the light to the crack
of a falling blind and call
your name for the last time.
Later that day the sea unfolds
violet and turquoise, hibiscus
blooms scarlet outside the church
window, and I sing "Beloved, let us
love," without missing a beat,

then follow your cedar coffin out
the door and through the rows
of whitewashed graves to a cave
rimmed dark with torn earth, wreathed



bright with flowers. So many, I wonder
to myself, so many, someone important
must have died, and fold my arms
across my chest, close my eyes
against your leaving.

For the next seven years I will hide
your face, hold your name under
my tongue, until the day we fall
from a forgotten book, arm in arm
in color, oleander arching pink
above our solemn smiles. Only
then will the cry break sharp
against my frozen throat,
calling you back, to let me go.

The Alphabet of Singing
 for Achill

 by Sabra Loomis

I wanted to pronounce
and keep the alphabets alive.
My birds and lambs were the letters,
the lambs standing beside their mothers,
pushing against the mothers' ribs
the way alphabet letters lean against each other
in the alphabet of singing.

The birds I was feeding
flocked away, and grew hungrier.
They robbed me—it didn't matter

I was keeper of the dark green alphabet of woods,
a keeper of sounds, and of arrows. My green sounds
were the words like "moon" and "hunting dog" and
"sheep",
hungry words like "lodging" and "apples".

I pressed down with my larynx,
my tongue arched dark
to keep syllables rounded,
the notes and letters moving and alive...

(green insect words like "mantis" or "mayfly",
"house" or "windows" or "caring")

My birds took flight and curved
to the horizon. They grew hungrier

by daylight (what they call the emotions,
which is the sounds always moving within my ribs,
the alternation of sounds—like a sower in fields
casting to left and right, moving his shadow across the
furrows).

At night, in my hut on the mountainside,
I was keeper of words, and of the ordinary daylight
sounds:
the sheepdogs barking, or the clanging shut of a gate.

At night, when I lay down to sleep at the foot of the
village,
the apples rolled away from me, down the steep hill in
the falling light;
the apples rolled silently, intently, down a green hill.

Irish Woman Washing
 by Laima Sruginis

Before the mirror of a cement toilet in a trailer park at
Doolin
she undresses to the waist, plugs the sink, fills it from
alternate taps.

She splashes water under her arms, lathers soap
between her palms.

I watch her back arch as she bends, her breasts falling
like two convex clouds from the sky.

The backs of her legs tense when a stream of cold
water trickles down her belly.

She glances up, then pulls a washcloth between her
legs,
rubs her crotch; finished, she checks her face for
blemishes.

This is the way women have washed for centuries.

This is the way, in a Degas pastel—
light catching on the curve of a back
a rainbow lying in a pool at the feet
the toe dried carefully—the hair tied back in a knot—
combed from the roots.

All of us lined up—cow-eyed, sleepy, hungry at the



sink—
mild, fiery girls, not yet knowing that in a moment the
world will change—

in the cold early morning air, alone half an hour.

Women Singing in the Deep Sea
 by Susan K. Kim

They are far from shore.
Foam-glittering, they rise from the sea

in a pure fountain
of flesh. Nothing pulls them

aloft: nothing lies beneath their feet
but salt-blaze, dulse, the ocean's

scud and boil. The waters
are not human. Still, the women soar

through the brine as if giddy
with birth, mouths open, bursting from the deep

into the sweet world. As if they were
singing themselves to life. How else

could they swim this far?
Here, there are no ships, no broken spars,

no trace of travel: only the women
themselves, playing in the flesh-dazzled water—

they are their own vessels.
Their lips pulse with song. It could be

that this far from shore, singing
is life—the way even the smallest dream

finds life, and breath, in the strange
flesh of words. Light pours from their throats

like cries. As their voices lift
them higher, foam slips from their bodies

like molten gold, the folds baring
shoulder and breast. One woman swims

above the sea, floating in the air.
Another glides among dulse-torn waves, arms

filled with fresh coral, pearl, gold leaf.
A third rises in slower strokes. Dripping

with silver water, she spreads her hair
over the lap of the first. They could be

in love; yet, caught in the clear amber
of their present, they will always have to dream

of the next moment. Their bodies are frozen.
Who wouldn't be moved by their nearness, one lover

shivering on the other's thigh, hair forever
spilling in a wet cascade, glittering

like black wheat: the possibilities are beyond
reaping. To wake here, soaked in breathless music,

dazzled by choirs of flesh, and light,
the women ripening in each other's arms—

yes, this could be paradise.
The singing is everywhere. Their lips are open.

But they are silent. You are the one
who is singing, your voice rises to breathe praise

worthy of them, to lavish
the fruit of change, which they will always desire.

Valentine's Day Concert at the Hayden Planetarium
  by Emily Rechnitz

The spyrographic star spinning fluorescent orange-red
makes me sick. I look away, slide forward in my seat
and catch the glinting lute you hold, your blond pony-
tailed head,
feel the deep strum of your strings. In a champagne
sweat
I drink—not meteors projected on the stainless steel
skies—
your profile: wet crimson lips, the stripped quiver
in your face as you pluck and sway with half-shut eyes.
Your Adam's apple rises like a wave; I shiver
and hear above the baritone's bray the silver pure pour
of your voice, "Una sansosa porfia." The audience,
laser-dazed, barely claps. "Think there's much more?"
my friend asks, rustles through her purse, offers mints.
I'm gone—chasing your song through the orange
groves of Languedoc.
Ground dissolves, my bones hollow: I fly, hunger-
sparked as a hawk.

Finnegan's Wok
 by John Martin



There once was a pub in Paris town
Where the lights were blue and the booths were brown,
Where many bright things were written down—
For every talk was a causerie.
It was owned by Finnegan and Sun Luck Nu;
The two spoke a Chinese/Irish brew,
Half Kubla Khan, half Brian Boru,
(In which they also said the rosary).

 Oh, deep were the things those old men said
 Over wonton soup and soda bread;
 The sounds were strange, the words were odd—
 Half salon chat, half eisteddfod;
 A magical, mandarin, maunderin' talk—
 The Sino-Gaelic of Finnegan's Wok!

From far and wide came the scholars there,
But could not grasp in that pungent air
A lingua franca so rich and rare,
Though some compiled a glossary.
Even T.S. Eliot and Ezra Pound
Trailing clouds of glory and laurel-crowned
Could never parse that gab profound—
That glorious Celtic chinoiserie!

 Oh, deep were the things those old men spoke,
 From the old jade garden to the ollamh's cloak,
 From Li Po's lute to Tara's harp,
 And how to hit a true C-sharp.
 A magical, mandarin, maunderin' talk—
 The Sino-Gaelic of Finnegan's Wok!

Then one dark night a stranger came
And put all other seers to shame,
A Rosetta stone whose speech was flame,
Crying, "I'll riddle your Babel in my ten-tongued
voice!"
And oh, how Sun Luck and Finnegan wept
To meet at last a true adept
Who spoke their tongue to the last yclept.
His name of course was Jimmy Joyce.

 For Finnegan felicity and Sun Luck luck
 To hear their guest speak their Volapuk.
 They'd heard men sing by land and sea
 (As well as Shanghai Lil and Rose of Tralee)
 But their guest could sing with the grace of Bach
 The Sino-Gaelic of Finnegan's Wok!

Yet sad to say the Irish co-host

Would soon be giving up the ghost.
So he asked his guest for a farewell toast
To banish the family's consaguin-again's ache.
"Taipei and Begorrah," said Joyce with a shriek,
"I'll send you in style with every tongue I can speak
And a song for your wok that'll last for a week!"
And that's how he came to write Finnegan's Wake.
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